Americas First Entrepreneur

How John Rolfes Courage, Persistence, And Relationships Changed The World. The exciting
and inspiring epic adventure of Americaâ€™s First Entrepreneur. A humble and astute English
farmer has a vision of entrepreneurial success across the ocean in Virginia, he embarks on an
epic adventure with his pregnant wife, he endures the storm of the century, the hurricane
which inspired William Shakespeare to write The Tempest, he survives the wreck of the Sea
Venture and is marooned on a deserted island for almost ten months when other survivors
mutiny and murder, his wife gives birth to their baby on the deserted island and then the baby
dies, he arrives in Jamestown to find Hell on Earth, English Cannibalism, and starvation, his
English wife dies, he persists with his entrepreneurial vision and tastes success, his cash crop
saves the Virginia colony financially, he converts an Indian princess to Christianity and
marries her in a royal wedding, the first interracial church marriage in the Americas, his
marriage saves the Virginia colony politically, and he and his Indian princess wife take a
promotional tour to London as celebrities, all in just seven years. But for the contributions of
Americaâ€™s First Entrepreneur, the Virginia colony would have failed and the French,
Spanish, and Dutch, rather than the English, would have colonized not only New Mexico,
California, Florida, Canada, Delaware, and New York, but most of what is now the United
States. In a very real sense, Americaâ€™s First Entrepreneur is responsible for the United
States being an English speaking nation, for our English common law, and for our English
cultural heritage of representative government and religious freedom on which the United
States of America was founded.Americaâ€™s First Entrepreneurâ€™s cash crop becomes the
chief export from America for the next 150 years, and is still successful after 400 years with
multi-billion dollar sales year in and year out. Americaâ€™s First Entrepreneur illustrates all
the important time-tested principles of entrepreneurship. Americaâ€™s first entrepreneur was
wildly successful within seven years using these principles after a series of seemingly
insurmountable obstacles.
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President George Washington's lifelong entrepreneurship sheds new light on his fight for
liberty, and his motivation to develop a constitutional. America's First Entrepreneur and
Founder. Content makes poor men rich; discontent makes rich men poor (Franklin, n. d.).
Ben Franklin is America's true founder and first entrepreneur and his story can teach us many
lessons. In a real sense, Franklin was America's first entrepreneur. Unlike other of the
Founding Fathers -- the hypermoral Washington, the prodigiously intellectual.
Americans are raised learning about inventors such as Thomas Edison and Benjamin Franklin
while entrepreneurs such as Henry Ford and Andrew Carnegie are also celebrated. In the late
s, the United States was the first country to embrace entrepreneurial endeavors while ditching
managerial capitalism. As it happens, Washington was also a savvy businessman and
entrepreneur. In the recently released book, First Entrepreneur: How George. America's first
entrepreneur -- George Washington. POSTED BY Norm Singleton March 04, John Berlau,
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Senior Fellow for Finance and Access to Capital.
America is known as a melting pot of nationalities and cultures, and it has quickly become one
These early trials and tribulations gave her the perspective and confidence that helped her land
her first TV show in From there, Winfrey. There is a tough truth that any small business owner
has to face. Even in the best of Ford put America - not just the rich - on wheels, and unleashed
the power of mass production in the bargain. His Ford Model T was the first. Entrepreneurship
is an American trait â€” which can be abundantly observed in Benjamin Franklin. He is called
both the first American and first entrepreneur of. Sarah Breedlove (December 23, â€“ May 25,
), known as Madam C. J. Walker, was an African-American entrepreneur, philanthropist, and a
political and social activist. Eulogized as one of the first female self-made millionaire in the
United States.
A list of entrepreneurs by century. An entrepreneur is an owner or manager of a business
enterprise who makes money through risk and/or initiative. This list.
Invest in yourself and your community.
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